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THE NEW ORIENTATION OF ISLAMIC REVIVALIST MOVEMENTS  
IN THE CONTEXT OF POST-REFORM INDONESIA176 

Dr. Moh. Nurhakim, MA 

 

Abstract:   

In the reform era in Indonesia that began in 1998 expanded rapidly Islamic movements 
revivalist and Islamic political party such as the Partai Keadilan Sejahtera (PKS), Hizbut 
Tahrir Indonesia (HTI), Majlis Mujahidin Indonesia (MMI), Front Pembela Islam (FPI), 
Laskar jihad, Jamaah Salafi, and others. These movements initially fighting for sharia 
formalization of discourse in the early reform period. However, now change its orientation 
to carry out more substantif-strategic agendas, and left the discourse formalization of 

sharia.  Base on literature  review and supported by field data through observation and 
interviews with some of the leaders of the movement, found some new orientation 
tendencies. (1) strengthening political participation and national integration; (2) the 
demands of social justice and economic empowerment of the people; (3) confirms its own 
culture and a new spirituality; and (4) a modified form of radicalization.  The new 
orientation its conform with social change an Indonesian context in post-euphoria reform. 
In addition to a proper response to the political dynamics in Indonesia after the 
reformation. Such a shift in orientation can also be understood that any movement in 
Indonesia who want to exist, it must be able to adapt to the character of this country who 
plural,  dynamic and skilled play strategic roles. 
Keywords:  New Orientation, Islamic movement revivalist, and Indonesia post-reform 

1. Introduction 

After the fall of Soeharto regime marked by the new era of reform in 1998, the 

Islamic revivalist movements177 sprung up like mushrooms after the rain. Among the 

movements there are Partai Keadilan Sejahtera (PKS), Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia (HTI), 

Majlis Mujahidin Indonesia (MMI), Front Pembela Islam (FPI), Laskar Jihad, and Jamaah 

Salafi. 

The movements appeared phenomenally since they drew many parties’ attention; 

succeeded establishing branches; and gained significant numbers of follower and 

sympathizer. They were also controversial since they raised pros and cons, questions, 

and trepidations among society, even though they were expected by the sympathizers.  

One of the controversial steps taken by the movements was contriving the sharia 

formalization in Indonesia while the other political parties refused it. They even 

expended further efforts such as enacting Islamic constitution, establishing special 

committee of sharia, and conducting cultural activities to revive the importance of sharia 

among society. As the result, at the same time, the sharia legislation process into the 

constitution and regional law appeared on several places, such as Aceh, Banten, Cianjur 

(West Java), Pamekasan (Madura), and Makassar (South Celebes)178.  

                                                           
176 This paper was presented in the 4th International Conference on the Community Development in 

ASEAN, Phnom Penh Cambodia March 22 – 23, 2017.  

177 The word “revivalism” is derived from the word “revival” which means “the reawakening of something” 

or “the new emanation”. Furthermore, the word “revivalist” refers to the person who experiences revival 

or aims to recover the static initial condition. This has similar meaning with the word “resurgence” and 

“awakening”.  

178  Rahmat Rosyadi and Rais Ahmad (2006), Formalisasi Syariat Islam dalam Prespektif  Tata Hukum 

Indonesia. Jakarta: Ghalia Indonesia, pp. 159-198.  
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However, after the end of reform transition, the movements seem to shift the 

orientation towards the agenda that are outside of sharia formalization such as the 

strengthening of political participation, national integrity, demand of social justice, 

followers’ economic enforcement, local culture, and new spirituality. This brand-new 

orientation is perceived as response of the revivalist movements to the new dynamic of 

social condition in Indonesia leaving the euphoria of reform era.   

2. The Concept of Islamic Revivalist Movements 

 According to John L. Esposito, the word ‘revival’ means an attempt to restore the 

religious feelings, while the word ‘reform’ means an effort of creating new form. The 

sympathizers of the both movements are called ‘revivalists’ and ‘reformists’. According 

to Fazlur Rahman, Islamic revivalism is a movement with Wahabi as the perfect 

example, while neo-revivalism is a movement with Ikhwanul Muslimin as the perfect 

example. This term is also used by Yusuf Qardlawi as “al-sakhwah al-Islamiyyah” (the 

revival of Islam) to alter the term “fundamentalism” which is considered less appropriate 

in the context of Islamic movement.179   

 Furthermore, Esposito defined “revival” as an effort to reawaken the religious 

fervor. In his book, he added:  

"at the heart of the revivalist movements lies the quest for authenticity, identity and 

tradition."…. “Islamic revivalism is not theoretically and politically a unified 

movement. In fact, there are significant differences among the Islamist groups on 

many basic issues. Although revivalist movements seek to return to the basic or 

fundamental truths of their religion, revivalism is not a monolithic, unified and 

coherent movement, and there is no single strategy for the pursuit of its goals. There 

is no precedent for Muslims from different sects uniting under the banner of Islam, 

of Jihad, of anything, to form a political military phalanx”. 180  

 From the perspective of ideology, revivalist movements commonly struggle for ideas 

comprising: (1) Islam is a religion and a nation (al-din wa al-daulah); (2) Islam is an 

exhaustive, total, and universal religion; (3) To return to the true Islam: Al-Qur’an and 

Sunnah; and (4) To idealize the future of society, nation, and civilization in the sharia 

framework. 

 According to Walif Said, the general objectives of the movements are as follows: 

“The common objectives of the Islamic revival movement are: (1) Application 

of sharia rules, principles and values in Muslim societies and their 

public institutions; (2) development of socio-economic  and political system 

which would reflect Islamic principles and sharia; (3) promotion  of cultural 

identity  basic on Islamic principles and heritage  which would confirm 

historical continuity and represent a defensive response to the alienation which 

is associated with  Western cultural domination; (4) promotion of Islamic 

moral values in everyday life, behavior or social interaction at both the individual 

and the collective levels; (5) production of socio-economic model of 

development, independent from Western industrial control, sensitive to national 

culture and responsive to actual local needs. This is a model that stems from the 

historical and objective conditions of Arab and Muslim societies; (6) promotion of 

                                                           
179 Yusuf al-Qaradawi (1992), Awlawiyyat al-Harakah al-Islamiyyah fi Marhalah al-Qadimah. Kaherah: 

Maktabah Wahbah, p. 9. 

180 John L. Esposito, (1992), The Islamic Threat: Myth or Reality? New York: Oxford University Press.  
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Arab unity as a pre-condition for a wider Islamic unity based on the common 

shared historical Islamic values, sharia principles and shared interests; (7) revival 

of Islamic civilization as a model with a universal message so that the Arab 

and Muslim world may gain its international status”. 181   

Boby S Sayyid (M Zaki: 22-23) explained the four factors causing the Islamic 

revivalism: (1) the failure of the secular nationalist elites; (2) the absence of public 

participation in politics; (3) overflow of wealth and economic disparity; and (4) cultural 

erosion. Meanwhile, Juergensmeyer (M Zaki: 23) perceived the Islamic revivalist 

movements as the form of disappointment of the religious nationalists towards the 

failure of the secular nationalists. On the other hand, Bassam Tibi perceived the as 

response towards various problems related to the globalization access and 

fragmentation. Meanwhile, Ted Robert Gurr (M Zaki: 34) perceived that these 

movements existed due to the disparity between the expectation and reality of status 

and wealth. This condition, according to him, in turn will trigger impatience and 

frustration among society towards various conventional politics failures. This is what 

he called “social deprivation”.182  

Based on the factors above, it can be concluded that the recurrence of the 

contemporary revivalist movements was caused by the political failure of the secular 

government and the economic, social, and cultural disparities in Muslim-majority 

countries. 

Perhaps the emergence of Islamic revivalist movements in Indonesia in reform era 

can be explained through the framework above. (1) the failures of both the Old Order 

and the New Order have brought Indonesia to prosperity, (2) the social, economical, and 

educational disparities resulted in the backwardness of the Muslims. In my opinion, 

there should be additional external factors, such as interminable conflicts and wars in 

Islamic countries, especially Palestine.  

3. Genealogy of the Ideology of the Islamic Revivalists Movements  

The contemporary Islamic revivalist movements in fact are rooted in the 18th 

century revivalism movements such as Wahabi in Saudi Arabia, al-Sanusiyah in North 

Africa, al-Mahdi in Sudan, and al-Dihlawi in India. These movements adapted the 

thoughts of Islamic scholar of Salaf such Ibn Taymiyah and Imam Ahmad bin Hambal 

who succeeded maintaining the aqidah of Salaf al Shalih (the companions and 

successors of Prophet Muhammad). 

In the middle of 20th century, these thoughts have been refined into revivalism 

ideology by Hassan al-Banna and Sayyid Qutb from Ikhwanul Muslimin in Egypt and 

Abul A’laal-Maududi from Jemaah Islam in Pakistan. From this point, the movements 

were divided into two. For the first one, I used the term “haraki revivalism” which tends 

to be political and organized accepting the democracy, such as Ikhwanl Muslimin. For 

the second one, I used the term “da’awi revivalism” which is non-political, unorganized, 

and prioritizes the activity of Islamic teaching purification. Those who are well-known 

in leading this movement are Abd al-Aziz bin Baz and Nashirudin al-Albani. 

Furthermore, in the limit of contemporary development, the haraki revivalism provided 

ideological inspiration for the movements such as PKS in Indonesia, Refah and Justice 

parties in Turkey, and FIS in Algeria. Meanwhile, the da’awi revivalism was followed by 

the Indonesian Salafi figures who appeared in 80’s. 

                                                           
181 Walif Said in Muhammad Mumtaz Ali, ed. (2000), Modern Islamic Movements  Models Problems and 

Prospects. Kuala Lumpur: S. Noordeen, pp. 182-184. 

182  M Zaki Mubarak, Geneologi Islam Radikal di Indonesia Gerakan, Pemikiran dan Prospek Demokrasi.  

Jakarta: LPES, pp. 22-34. 
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However, the 19th century modernists such as al-Afghani, Mohammad Abduh, 

Ahmad Khan, Mohammad Iqbal, and also Ahmad Dahlan deployed the basics of 18th 

century revivalism ideology popularized by the Wahabi as one of the Islamic renewal 

paradigm. The most important basic is Islamic aqidah which the originality is 

guaranteed, free-will principle, and the establishment of ijtihad.183  

This is where the seeds of liberal and radical Islam were planted. These two 

movements, as I mentioned before, were generated from the rot of pre-modern 

revivalism. The liberal Islam developed the basics of revivalism into the modernization 

power of Islamic world based on the western thought. Meanwhile, the revivalist Islam 

developed the basics into the counterforce towards the western modernization. 

The liberal Islam ideology in 20th century was pioneered by the students of 

Muhammad Abduh such as Ali Abd al-Raziq and Thaha Hussein, while the radical Islam 

ideology was derived from the ideology of al-Banna and later from Sayyid Qutb (yet al-

Banna was more moderate than Sayyib Qutb). Between these two movements, Rasyid 

Ridla, a student of Muhammad Abduh, was the moderate one who maintained the 

revivalism and Salafism.  

In Indonesia, the radical Islamic revivalist movements were started by revivalists 

from Sumatra in the 19th century such as Tuanku Nan Renceh, Haji Miskin, Haji 

Sumanik and Haji Piobang. The last three were influenced by Wahabi ideology. They 

established “Revolution Council” known as Harimau nan Salapan in order to enforce 

sharia and eradicate immoralities, cults, and radical activities such as cockfighting, 

gambling, betel consumption, and showing aurat (part of the body which may not visible 

for Muslims). They were later known as “the Padre” pioneered by Tuanku Imam Bonjol 

who inflamed the war against the Dutch that supported the indigenous that were 

against the Padre.184  

 

In the post-colonialism era, these movements emerged several times as the form 

of resistance to the government’s repressive actions towards Islamic movements. Some 

of these movements resembled the movement pioneered by Kartosuwiryo who were 

designated by his followers as the Leader of Islamic Country. Another movement, 

Komando Jihad (Komji) appeared in 1970. In the early of 1980, a figure who named 

himself Dr. Zulfikar, appeared. He established the Zulfikar Council and used the Al-

Haqq bulletin as propaganda in stipulating sharia, resisting government and thagut 

(cultish) law. 

The recent emergence of the radical Islamic revivalist movements became a hot 

topic. This is because of the socio-political and cultural factors and also the orthodoxy 

among the movements. For example, the emergence of Laskar Jihad (Jihad Army) and 

Front Pembela Islam (Islamic Defenders Front) as the response upon the resistless 

society, including the Islamic movements in general in overcoming various social moral 

violations.  

As we can see, most of the movements figures are from large and mainstream 

organization such as Muhammadiyah and Nadhlatul Ulama (NU). They might have 

different disciplines, yet have the same ideology of revivalism. They are against the 

liberalism and modernism. Unfortunately, most of us fail to understand the true 

“feeling” they actually have. 

                                                           
183 Greg Fealy dan Anthony Bubalo (2007), Joining the Caravan?: The Middle East, Islamism and  

Indonesia. (Terj.) Akh Muzakki, Bandung: Mizan, h. 30. 

 

184  Moh.Nurhakim (1998), Islam Doktrin, Pemikiran dan Realitas Historis. Malang: UMM Press, p.197. 
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4. The Context of Post-Reform Indonesia and the New Orientation of 

Islamic   Movements 

Describing the random tendency and orientation of the main agenda of all the 

movements in responding the dynamics and condition of post-reform Indonesia in the 

second transition is the best way to the new orientation of the Islamic revivalist 

movements. The tendency and orientation are explained as follows: (1) the enforcement 

of political participation and national integrity; (2) the demand of social justice and the 

strengthening of the followers’ economy; (3) strengthening the local culture and new 

spirituality; and (4) the modification on the form of radicalization.  

First, the enforcement of political participation and national integrity. The socio-

political condition of post-reform Indonesia in 1996 was marked by transition era. In 

the beginning of this era, the political euphoria was so tense. There were Islamic parties 

and movements everywhere, demanding the formalization of sharia and the 

establishment of Islamic parties. The movements, which used to be static such as PKS, 

HTI, and Salafi, were developed at that time.   

 However, after the Islamic parties lost the 2004, 2009, and 2014 elections, parties 

such as PKS and PPP changed their approach and began to look more nationalist, open, 

and moderate. They drew society’s participation through more popular programs that 

met the realistic needs of the society. As the result, the sharia formalization has never 

been issued anymore.  

Second, the demand of social justice and the strengthening of the followers’ 

economy. Even though Indonesia has gained independence long time ago, the 

expectation of diminishing the economic disparity of the society (especially the Muslims) 

still cannot be realized; even in the reform regime of Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono. The 

Jokowi regime still have not brought about significant changes. It indeed initially gained 

widespread public appreciation due to its pro-lower class policy. However, its recent 

economic policy tends to benefit only several capital owners. 

Responding this situation, several figures from cross-organizational Islamic 

movement campaigned against foreign sides and neolib-capitalism. One of the campaign 

was encouraging the economic sharia institution to propose various rules, laws, and 

policies supporting the Muslims’ economic interest. As a matter of fact, based on what 

I read, the strong current of society who demanded the justice in the recent case of Ahok 

was the part of the socio-economic demand.           

   Third, strengthening the local culture and new spirituality. It 

seems like the idea that modernization and secularization which considered capable to 

eliminate the function of religion in modern life has been proven wrong. The 

globalization, materialism, and hedonism that influence the whole world, including 

Indonesia, in fact raised the passion of the reinterpretation of the function of culture, 

religion, and local value.  In other words, the saturation upon the profanity caused the 

new orientation of Islamic movements which tended to offer the ‘antidote’ for modern 

human. The movements were represented by jamaah zikir (worshipers of remembrance), 

selawat (invocation), and mass prayer that constantly updated. There were also mystical 

practices and shamanism that offered false hope both in the socio-psychological and 

socio-economic aspects. What seems to be interesting was that the movements could be 

in form of deviant practices from Islamic perspective, such as the combination between 

the use of cultural element and pop culture.  

Fourth, the modification on the form of radicalization. Different from the three 

adaptive tendencies above, this fourth tendency is different. It radically resisted those 

who were considered as the enemy of Islam; i.e. those who against the sharia, 

independence of Muslim countries, and the radical movements themselves. These 

movements still continued their struggle even though their leaders were terminated and 

their networks were ravaged. They figured out new ways and modified all their 
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movements such as pot bombing by women. They were capable to be transnational and 

all their ideas were their networks.  

5. Conclusion  

The Islamic revivalist movements in reform era which initially campaigned for the 

sharia formalization now experiencing the change of orientation to the more substantive 

and strategic agenda.  The orientation comprises: (1) the enforcement of political 

participation and national integrity; (2) the demand of social justice and the 

strengthening of the followers’ economy; (3) strengthening the local culture and new 

spirituality; and (4) the modification on the form of radicalization.  

This change conformed the social situation and political dynamics in post-reform 

Indonesia.  To be recognized in the middle of pluralism and high political dynamics of 

Indonesia, it was important for the movements being capable to adapt and to take 

strategic roles besides preserving the movements’ mission.  
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